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Railway Neighbour 151-153 St Vincent Street 

Glasgow 

G2 5NW  

 

 

 

 

 

23 August 2019 

 

Ref: ECML 29m 0yds – 29m 418yds 

 

Dear Neighbour 

 

Dunbar Station – second platform works 
 

I am writing with an update on progress on work at Dunbar station to install a new 
second platform with associated infrastructure to provide increased capacity and 
improve operational flexibility on the railway network. Although this work is essential, 
I would like to apologise in advance for any disturbance it may cause you. 
 
Work will take place from Tuesday 7 May 2019 until Sunday 15 December 2019, 
albeit not continuously. 
 
This work will involve the construction of a new platform and installation of 
footbridge and lifts. 
 
Unfortunately, the equipment we use – in this case engineering trains, on-track 
plant, road rail vehicles and generators - means that some noise is unavoidable, 
but we will do all we can to minimise it.  We have also asked those working on site to 
work with consideration for the local community. 
 
As the project progresses, we will continue to provide neighbour notifications of our 
working patterns and the type of work you can expect.  We will endeavour to provide 
as much detail and as much notice as is practicable but, as with any major project, 
the dates and timings are subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances. 
 
The programme for the initial stages of work is detailed below: 
  
Dates Times Type of work Noise 

Impact 

01 – 30 

September  
Mon 07:30 – 

Fri 18:00 

Lift shaft construction, Platform Construction 
(noise from large plant, generators and 
manpower). 

   
Medium  
 

07 & 08 
September 

Sat & Sun 
22:00 – 08:00 

Installation of Platform (noise from large 
plant and manpower). 

Medium 

14 & 15 
September  

Sat & Sun 
24hr working  

Installation of pre-cast concrete Copes 
(noise from plant, generators and 

Medium 
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manpower). 

21 & 22 
September 

  Sat & Sun 
24hr working 

Replacement of Down line Track (noise 
from Tamper plant, generators and 
manpower). 

High 
 

28 & 29 
September 

Sat & Sun 
24hr working 

Removal of Redundant OLE Masts (noise 
from large plant, generators and 
manpower). 

Medium 
 

 
We understand that working by your property at night and at weekends is far from 
ideal, but we are legally obliged to work on the railway at times that cause least 
disruption to trains.  Unfortunately, this means carrying out a lot of our work at 
weekends or overnight. 
 
I do hope our work doesn’t disturb you too much but if you have any questions or 
concerns please call our 24-hr helpline on 03457 11 41 41 or via our website 
www.netwomrkrail.co.uk/contactus 
 
Further information on the project can also be found on our website: 
www.networkrail.co.uk/DunbarStation. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
   
Dave Boyce 
Senior Communications Manager, Scotland    


